Castings & wheels

A trusted supplier of cast metal products for over 85 years
At Reliance Foundry, we have produced and supplied industrial wheels and metal castings
since our company was first incorporated. Since the beginning, we have been committed to
providing top-quality cast metal products and to doing whatever it takes to ensure our
customer’s satisfaction. 85 years has taught us what it takes to produce high quality custom
castings and cast metal wheels that will ensure your heavy-load transfer carts will remain
productive. Today, we operate as a supplier foundry and we remain committed to providing
cast metal products that deliver unmatched dependability. We put our knowledge into the
design of custom castings and durable, long-lasting wheels and we have used our experience
to develop quality process standards that ensure the quality that you expect. We’ll always take
the extra step to ensure that our wheels and custom castings meet the exact specifications of
your project and testaments to the success of our cast metal products can be found across the
globe. We can help to ensure that you are seamlessly supplied with industrial cart wheels and
we’ll see your high-volume custom casting project through from concept to delivery.
www.reliance-foundry.com/wheels

www.reliance-foundry.com/castings

Castings
At Reliance Foundry, we’re always available to facilitate the
production of your high volume steel and iron casting projects.
Operating as a supplier foundry, we serve both large and small
business and original equipment manufacturers. We source
material from across the globe and manage production in many
common ferrous alloys. We cast metal with meticulous attention
to detail and we can offer machine finishing as a value-added
service. With over 85 years of experience in the foundry
industry, the benefits of our casting processes can be summed
in four words - accuracy, versatility, integrity and finish. Trust
Reliance Foundry to see your casting project through from
design to delivery.
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Wheels
At Reliance Foundry, we understand that you depend on your
kiln and heavy-load transfer carts day in and day out and that is
why creating durable, long-lasting wheels is our top priority.
We employ quality process standards during production to
create steel wheels that exceed industry norms and deliver the
strength, durability and performance you expect. We offer an
extensive catalogue of both single and double flanged wheels
that are kept in stock, and we work to ensure that our
customers are seamlessly supplied. Complimentary custom
machining, bushing and coating options are available and we’ll
always take the extra step to ensure that your steel wheels meet
your exact specifications.
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What are the benefits of sourcing your high-volume casting
production with Reliance Foundry?
1. Expert Advice

Our experienced foundry professionals can suggest the appropriate manufacturer and technology for

production of your cast metal components. With over 85 years of casting experience and our background in
sourcing quality production facilities, we have the technical insight to determine the most economical and
efficient production of your castings.
2. Quality Process Standards

Our foundry experts verify the quality and consistency of all component specifications so you can be confident
that your materials were produced to required specifications. Outsourced production facilities are routinely

inspected for quality and all manufactured components are inspected by foundry professionals before leaving
our warehouse.
3. Less work

Sourcing your castings through Reliance Foundry will help you avoid the head-aches of administrative,

transportation and customs issues. All communications, regulations, ocean freight, duties and the myriad of

details associated with international sourcing are taken care of by our experienced staff, at Reliance Foundry.

Company Overview
At Reliance Foundry, a commitment to innovation has allowed us to adapt to the changing

needs of our customers for over 85 years. With a catalogue that currently features bollards,

bike racks, industrial wheels and custom steel and iron castings, this commitment has allowed
us to grow from limited manufacturer to global supplier.

Reliance Foundry’s storied history began in 1927 and today we remain committed to delivering
the products that meet the evolving needs of contemporary businesses and communities. We

search the globe to source the most innovative and economical metal solutions. As our product
offering continues to grow, we’re quickly becoming your all in one source for decorative and
functional bollards, site furnishings and castings.

With the support of foundry professionals and industry-leading online resources, we’re available
to guide you through your bollard, bike parking, industrial wheel or custom casting project from
the design to the delivery stage. At Reliance Foundry, we strive to provide the highest level of
product support and customer service. Contact us today to see how we can help!

Sustainability
Sustainability is a core business value at Reliance Foundry and we’ve made producing

environmentally-friendly products a top priority. Wherever possible, our bollards, bike stands,
castings and wheels are created from recycled material and almost every product in our

catalogue is fully recyclable. We design our products to provide exceptionally long service

lives and we continue to seek out new ways to lessen their environmental impact. At Reliance
Foundry, we recognize that supporting “green” initiatives and environmentally-friendly
practices contributes to the success of both our business and yours.
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